
 

ASSERTIVE MENTORING REPORTS                                                     

 

Please see below a copy of the Assertive Mentoring grading key we use to 

determine the colour grades on your child’s review and their end of year targets.  

This should help explain your child’s current performance and give you a clear 

idea of how you can best help your child progress. 

 

 

 

Attainment and Achievement:  

The number for the majority of our children should be the same as the Year Group your child is in and the 

letters are the stages within that step. There are 6 stages within each step most children at this time of year are 

on b or b+ and they will move up the stages as they progress through the year.    

 

So by the end of Year 1 we would expect a child to be at least 1w+.  By the end of Year 6 we would expect a 

child to be at least 6w+.   

 

 Each step sub stage is: B= Beginning, B+= Beginning+, W= Within, W+= Within+, S = Secure, S+ = Secure+ 

 

B Beginning 

B+ Beginning + 

W Working within 

W+ Working within + 

By the end of the academic year we would expect children to be at W+ or above. 

S Secure 

S+ Secure + 

 

 

Attitude: Colour Code Key 

Green Yellow Red 

Attendance exceeds 95% Attendance between 90-95% Attendance below 90% 

Never late for school/lessons Rarely late for school/lessons Often late for school/lessons 

Excellent behaviour, no ‘Time-
Out’, trustworthy, responsible 

Acceptable behaviour, some 
behaviour incidents 

Poor/unacceptable behaviour, regular 
behavior incidents On Report etc. 

Consistently good effort, self-

motivated, tasks completed 

Usually good effort, sometimes 

needs reminders 

Rarely good effort, refusal, tasks often 

left incomplete 

Homework always completed and 
returned on time 

Homework usually completed and 
returned on time 

Homework often not completed or 
returned 

Always in uniform, adheres to 

policy i.e. jewellery, PE kit etc 

Usually in uniform and follows 

school policy 

Rarely in uniform, often breaks policy ; 

jewellery, heels etc. 

 

 

 

 



Target Tracker Statements  
 

These identify the objectives,  knowledge and skills your child will be working on this year. The colour code is 

at the bottom of the report. 
 

If the objective is blue your child has achieved that objective  

Red they are presently working on that objective  

Uncoloured (Black text on whote) this means the children have not started work on that objective.  
 

If you need to discuss any aspect of your child’s Assertive Mentoring Report please contact the school office 

and request a telephone appointment with the class teacher. 


